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Inside: 7 ways we 
can help you hear 

better this holiday

Has it been a while since your last hearing checkup? Is your hearing aid warranty about to expire? 
Does your hearing seem to be changing? Might newer technology better fit your listening needs? 
Hearing well is important to you, and your hearing health is 
important to us. With so many tasks and activities competing for 
your time — especially during the holiday season — taking care 
of yourself can get short shrift. 

If any of the following situations apply to you, take a moment for 
yourself and call us for an appointment. 

 ö Tested but Untreated Hearing Loss. Getting your 
hearing tested was a crucial first step to hearing your best, but 
it’s important to continue that journey if hearing help was 
recommended. Hearing aids not only improve your listening 
ability but can play a part in supporting your overall physical, 
mental, social, and even financial health. 

 ö Upcoming Warranty Expiration. If you purchased 
hearing aids through our practice a few years back, your 
warranty may be expiring soon. We can help maximize and 
protect your investment by cleaning, checking, and performing 
selected repairs while the devices remain under warranty.

 ö Lapsed Hearing Exam. Just like your other important 
senses such as sight, hearing changes over time — even 
more with age — so annual exams play an important role 
in ensuring you’re hearing your best. If it’s been more than a 
year since your last hearing test or you don’t hear quite the 
way you used to, we can help. 

 ö Excess Wax Buildup. Virtually no one likes to talk about 
it, but wax buildup happens, and we can help if it becomes 
a problem. Ears naturally remove wax as needed, but excess 
buildup — which can cause hearing loss, balance issues, and 
other challenges — should be handled by professionals. 

 ö Tinnitus. That ringing, humming, or buzzing in your ear that 
no one else seems to hear isn’t all in your head — it may be 
tinnitus, which can be associated with hearing loss or another 
underlying health issue. We can help get to the bottom of why 
it’s happening and reduce its impact on your life. 

 ö Older Technology. From Bluetooth® and smartphone 
compatibility to invisibility, hearing technology continues to 
evolve in exciting ways. We even have technology that works 
with telehealth services! If your devices are four or more years 
old, we can determine whether they’re still meeting your 
needs and show you how far today’s technology has come.

Don' t Be a Stranger:
6 Reasons to Come See Us

As your partner in keeping your 
hearing health on track, we’d love 
to see you! Call our caring team to 
schedule an appointment today.

We've Moved!
On September 25 we moved to a bigger, better of fice. 
Located just across the of fice complex from our old 
space, this new of fice better accommodates our 
growing staf f and your needs. All driving directions 
remain the same; just remember that we are in Ste 
C-48, in the building on the right side of the parking lot.

You don’t need to do a thing besides come on in 
and visit! We encourage you to schedule your 
appointment for the holidays now, as spots fill up fast. 

Take advantage of our 
Community Appreciation Offers

Battery
special
Buy one pack, get one free.
Offer expires 12/29/17.

FREE
 Clean & Check

of your current hearing devices.
Offer expires 12/29/17.

Visit us online! 
CenterAudiology.com

Learn more about better-hearing  
solutions at AGXhearing.com

2591 Baglyos Cir, Ste C-48
Bethlehem, PA 18020-8045
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